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Study: Climate change increased crop insurance losses
PALO ALTO, Cal. — A new Stanford University study shows hot, dry
conditions caused by climate change
have added billions of dollars to the
cost of the federally subsidized insurance program that protects farmers
against drops in crop prices and yields.
The study, published in Environmental Research Letters, finds that
long-term warming contributed $27
billion to the losses covered by the
U.S. crop insurance program from
1991 to 2017, or just over 19 percent
of the $140 billion total. Rising temperatures contributed nearly half
of the $18.6 billion in losses during

the single costliest year, 2012, when
record-smashing heat and severe
drought engulfed much of the Midwest
corn belt.
“We know that global warming is
causing those really extreme thresholds to be crossed more frequently,
and this new research shows that it is
costing billions of dollars in the agricultural sector alone,” said lead study
author Noah Diffenbaugh, the Kara
J Foundation Professor in Stanford’s
School of Earth, Energy & Environmental Sciences (Stanford Earth) and
Kimmelman Family Senior Fellow at
the Stanford Woods Institute for the

Environment.
The new paper quantifies the contribution of historical warming to the
rising cost of a decades-old safety net
program for farmers funded largely
by tax dollars.
“The financial costs we identify
are relevant for U.S. taxpayers and
the U.S. crop insurance program, and
they’re also relevant for quantifying
the impacts of climate change more
broadly,” Diffenbaugh said.
The U.S. crop insurance program,
created in the wake of the 1930s Dust
Bowl and expanded in 1980, now covers more than 80 percent of American

cropland and costs the government an
average of nearly $9 billion per year.
“It’s far and away the largest source
of farm support in the country,” said
study co-author Marshall Burke, an
associate professor of Earth system
science.
The program allows farmers to
collect insurance when crop yields
or market prices are lower than expected — whether due to a disaster
like a wildfire, hurricane or drought
or a glut of supply. “In a bad weather
See LOSSES
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RMA introduces Micro Farm Program

(Editor’s note: This column
should not be interpreted as legal or
financial advice for the reader.)
A new crop insurance product
is available nationwide for those
operations with approved revenue up
to $100,000.
The new Micro Farm Program
provides a risk management safety
net for all commodities grown on the
farm under one policy.
The new risk management tool
is tailored to smaller operations,

CHOICE
VOICE
By PAUL GOERINGER
UM Extension Legal Specialist
Agricultural, Resource Economics
especially those diversified specialty
crops or organic operations.

PROTECT
YO U R B OT TO M L I N E

We know that farming
is a risky business.
Invest in crop insurance to
manage your risk. Give us a call
today to discuss your options.

Sales Closing Deadline for Spring Crops: March 15

888.339.3334
farmcreditcropinsurance.com

The sales closing date is March
15, and those growers interested
should consider talking to their local
crop insurance agent.
The Micro Farm Program offers
coverage for all commodities grown
on the operation under one policy
with up to $100,000 in approved
revenue in the initial year of
coverage and $125,000 if you had a
range the previous year.
Micro Farm Program provides
coverage from loss of revenue
that you earn or expect to earn

from all commodities on the farm,
commodities you produce during the
insurance period, whether they are
sold or not, and commodities you
buy for resale during the insurance
period.
Not included in coverage would
be timber, forest, forest products, and
animals for sport, show or pets.
With the Micro Farm Program,
the insured income will be the total
See GOERINGER
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Head into planting with
strong risk management

It’s no secret that this new
year will intensify challenges for
agriculture producers due to inflation
and increase in price per acre to
grow our crops.
Crop insurance may be the key
to mitigating your operation’s risk
as you head into the 2022 planting
season.
Why is crop insurance important
for my risk management plan?
Crop insurance can provide
agricultural producers protection on
two major sources of risk: production
and price.
Over the past five years, our area
has started to see more fluctuation in
weather than usual.
Crop insurance will help protect
you when adverse weather events
take a toll on your crop production,
which will enable you to recover
faster.
Aside from weather, crop
insurance will also cover you when
there is a loss in crop revenue due to
price fluctuations.
Having this coverage ensures
a reliable level of cash flow and
will allow more flexibility in your
marketing plan.
Loan officers like to see crop
insurance as part of your business
plan because it shows that with some
level of production insured, the crop
could be forward-priced with greater
certainty, creating a more predictable

CREDIT
CORNER
By JESSICA CLARKE
Crop Insurance Agent
MidAtlantic Farm Credit
level of revenue.
It will show that even amid
disaster, the customer still has
repayment ability, and will help ease
your financial risk when applying for
a loan or line of credit.
Crop insurance enables your
operation to meet your financial
obligations and ensure the survival
of your farm business.
What types of crop insurance are
available for my operation?
• Yield Protection
• Revenue Protection
• Dairy Revenue Protection
• Livestock Risk Protection
• Hail/Fire Policies
• Whole Farm Revenue Protection
In the face of new challenges,
it’s become increasingly important
for farmers to partner with crop
See CLARKE
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Are you eligible for
Micro Farm Insurance?
Be eligible to receive Federal benefits
Be a U.S. citizen or resident
File either a Schedule F tax form or other farm tax form that can be
con verted to a Substitute Schedule F for a specified number of years
Have no more than $100,000 of approved revenue (or $125,000 if you
had Micro Farm the previous year)
Have no more than 50 percent of total revenue from commodities
purchased for resale.
If you are a vertically integrated entity or have other Federal crop
insurance policies, you do not qualify for Micro Farm but may be
eligible for coverage under the Whole - Farm Revenue Protection policy.

Sign Up For Crop Insurance By March 15, 2022
To locate a Crop Insurance Agent go to:
http://prodwebnlb.rma.usda.gov/apps/AgentLocator/#/
For more information on Crop Insurance go to:
http://www.rma.usda.gov/index.html
This message brought to you through a
cooperative effort of the Maryland Department
of Agriculture and the USDA Risk
Management Agency.
“This institution is an equal
Joeseph Bartenfelder, Secretary
opportunity provider.”
Steve Connelly, Deputy Secretary

www.mda.maryland.gov

Larry Hogan, Governor
Boyd K. Rutherford, Lt. Governor
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RMA extends flexibilities to June due to COVID-19
WASHINGTON — Because of the
ongoing impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic, the USDA is extending program f lexibilities to Approved Insurance Providers and agricultural
producers until June 30 or later.
Originally, these flexibilities were
expiring Jan. 31.
“Our priority is to keep our producers and partners as safe as possible,
while at the same time continuing
to provide the best service we can,”
said Marcia Bunger, administrator of
USDA’s Risk Management Agency
(RMA). “These unique times call for
everyone to be cautious and as flexible
as possible, and these added flexibili-

Goeringer ...
Continued from Page 2

amount of coverage provided by the
policy.
To determine the insured income,
your crop insurance agent will need
to determine your approved income.
Approved income will be determined
based on the Whole-Farm History
Report Farm Operation Report and
multiplied by the coverage level (50
to 85 percent).

ties will help us achieve those goals.”
Those extended f lexibilities include:  
• Allowing notifications to be sent
electronically, including policy related
information over the phone or other
electronic methods to select policy
elections by sales closing, acreage
reporting and production reporting
dates, including options, endorsements and their forms. Producers
may sign electronically or within 60
calendar days.  
• Allowing producers to submit a
request for a written agreement after
the sales closing date.  
• Allowing producers with inability

to physically sign a written agreement
because of COVID-19 to do so after
the expiration date.  
• Providing additional time for
AIPs to accept Regional Office Determined Yield, Master Yield, and
Irrigated Determined Yield requests
for Category B (annual) crops.    
• Allowing AIPs to request a 30day extension to submit Determined
Yield requests for Category C (perennial) crops.  
• Waiving the witness signature
requirement for approval of Assignments of Indemnity.    
Additional details can be found
in the RMA’s Jan. 20, 2022 Manag-

er’s Bulletin, the frequently asked
questions or by visiting farmers.gov/
coronavirus.    
These f lexibilities are part of
USDA’s broader response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. In 2021, RMA
recently provided $59.5 million in
premium support for producers who
planted cover crops on 12.2 million
acres through the new Pandemic Cover Crop Program.
Also, USDA’s Pandemic Assistance
for Producers has provided additional
support for producers by improving
and retargeting existing programs and
creating new efforts, like PCCP, to
reach a broader set of producers.

For example, based on your
Whole-Farm History Report and
Farm Operation Report, your
approved revenue for a diversified
vegetable operation is $85,000.
If your coverage level is 75
percent, your insurable income
would be $63,750.
If the operation suffers a loss
and income is $60,000 for the year,
the Micro Farm Program will cover
$3,750 of the loss.
You will need to have three
consecutive years of your Schedule
Fs or other farm tax forms to be

eligible.
For 2022, you will need to supply
2019 to 2021.
If you have not filed taxes for
2021, you can use a substitute
Schedule F for 2021.
You will also need to complete
the Whole Farm History Report and
any additional information required
to show that your farm tax forms are
accurate.
Producers will need to be United
States citizens or resident aliens and
eligible for Federal benefits.
Those entities that are vertically

integrated would not be eligible for
MFP.
If you have already purchased
other federal crop insurance policies,
you would not be suitable for MFP.
Finally, an operation receiving
51 percent of total revenue from
commodities purchased for resale
would not be eligible for MFP.
If the operation has been
expanding over time, the producer
may be allowed to increase the
approved revenue amount based on
an indexing procedure.
The indexing procedure requires
five consecutive years of revenue
history and measures the operation’s
growth over this period.
For those small diversified
operations with total revenue of
$100,000 or less, MFP might be a
good option for these operations
to consider as a part of a risk
management plan.
You can learn more about it by
looking at the fact sheet available on
the RMA website.
You can also consider talking to
your crop insurance agent about this
new program to see if it works for
you.
If you do not have an agent, a
list is available at all USDA Service
Centers and online at www.rma.
usda.gov/Information-Tools/AgentLocator-Page.
(Note: This material is funded
in partnership by USDA, Risk
Management Agency, under award
number RMA21CPT0011599.)

Clarke ...
Continued from Page 2

insurance providers who bring
expertise and resources that help to
minimize loss and expedite recovery.
Contact a crop insurance agent
prior to the March 15 spring crop
sales closing deadline.
We can review changes in your
operation, discuss any concerns,
and provide customized quotes that
outline your coverage options and
give you an estimated premium cost.
We’re here to help your 2022
growing year be a success.
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Comment period extended for changes to apple policy
WASHINGTON — The USDA
has extended the comment period
deadline contained in the proposed
rule for the Apple Crop Provisions
through April 15.
USDA’s Risk Management Agency
originally had announced the publication of a proposed rule in the Federal
Register to amend the Apple Crop
Provisions in December 2021.
The proposed changes are based
after getting feedback from stakeholder s and recommended changes from
a contracted study on the apple crop

Deadline near
in Del., Md.,
N.J. for green
pea growers
RALEIGH, N.C. — The USDA’s
Risk Management Agency reminds
Delaware, Maryland, and New Jersey
green pea growers that the final date
to apply for crop insurance coverage
for the 2022 crop year is Feb. 15.
Current policyholders who wish to
make changes to their existing policies
also have until Feb. 15 to do so.
Coverage for green peas is available
in select counties. Additional information can be found on the Actuarial Information Browser page on the RMA
website.
Growers are encouraged to visit
their crop insurance agent soon to
learn specific details for the 2022
crop year, including insurance for
green peas.
Additional crops or counties may
be eligible for coverage under a written agreement.
Crop insurance coverage decisions
must be made on or before the sales
closing date.
RMA is authorizing additional
flexibilities due to coronavirus while
continuing to support producers,
working through Approved Insurance
Providers to deliver services, including processing policies, claims and
agreements.
RMA staff are working with AIPs
and other customers by phone, mail
and electronically to continue supporting crop insurance coverage for
producers.
Farmers with crop insurance questions or needs should continue to
contact their insurance agents about
conducting business remotely (by
telephone or email).
More information can be found at
farmers.gov/coronavirus.

Be sure to ‘like’
us on Facebook

insurance program.
Following feedback from the proposed rule, the Risk Management
Agency will publish a final rule that
is expected to be effective for the 2024
crop year.
“Hearing straight from our customers, the producers, is the best
way for us to know how to improve
the products and programs we offer
them,” said Marcia Bunger, a Risk
Management Agency Administrator.
“By extending the comment period
for the Apple Crop Provisions, we are

allowing more time for this important
feedback process.”
The Risk Management Agency
is proposing to make changes to the
apple crop insurance program that:
• Enable producers to elect different
coverage levels and percent of price
elections by type, which allows producers to manage individual coverage
and price risk more effectively.
• Allow producers’ premiums to be
reduced in response to orchard management practices, such as removing
or grafting trees, that typically occur

after the acreage reporting date and
decrease an orchard’s productivity.
• Allow producers to insure at a
higher price for apples sold predominantly to direct markets or premium
processing markets.
• Exclude apples sold for the slicer
market from being considered “fresh
apple production.”
• Introduce a fresh fruit factor to
account for the reduced market value
of production insured under the Quality Option sold for a grade other than
U.S. Fancy.

For your always
growing side.
As a loyal Maryland Farm Bureau member, you may be
eligible for a discount on farm insurance.
Your farm is your livelihood and should be protected by someone
you trust. As the #1 farm insurer,1 and your Farm Bureau’s official insurance
provider, we can help protect your farm, family, finances and future.
We provide:
• Over 90 years of experience in serving farmers
• Farm Certified insurance agents
• Financial solutions to help protect assets
and diversify investments

For your many sides, there’s Nationwide.®
insurance | investments | retirement

Let me know how I can help
protect your farm or ranch.
Aubrey Walker Jr
Rich Reilly Insurance Agency, LLC
301-249-4700
aubrey@reillyinsurancegroup.com
www.walkernationwide.com
^

^

A.M. Best Market Share Report 2019.
Products underwritten by Nationwide Agribusiness Insurance Company, Farmland Mutual Insurance Company, Allied Property and Casualty Insurance
Company and AMCO Insurance Company. Nationwide may make a financial contribution to this organization in return for the opportunity to market
products and services to its members or customers. Products and discounts not available to all persons in all states. Nationwide, the Nationwide N
and Eagle and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. The Farm Bureau and the letters FB are
registered service marks of American Farm Bureau and used under license by Nationwide. © 2021 Nationwide AFC-0315AO.5 (11/20-10/23)
13881340 (02/21)
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PACE being piloted in Midwest
By GARY SCHNITKEY,
and BRUCE SHERRICK
(Editor’s note: Gary Schnitkey
and Bruce Sherrick are members of
the University of Illinois’ Department of Agricultural and Consumer
Economics. This article initially
appeared on the university’s farmdoc
Daily website on Jan. 18.)
The Post Application Coverage Endorsement (PACE) provides
payments in cases when a farmer is
unable to apply nitrogen to corn after
planting because of weather-related
causes.
Some farmers indicate they do not
rely on post-plant nitrogen applications because of the risk of not being
able to apply nitrogen due to field
conditions.
This endorsement will aid in mitigating the financial risk associated
with the post-application of nitrogen.
Details on PACE are provided
through an example for McLean
County, Illinois. PACE was approved
by the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation and will be available for the
first time in 2022.
Because it is a new endorsement,
See PACE
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You could be reporting your
planted crops daily to your agent.

Photo by Feddacheenee, licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.0 Generic

Are you saving time with crop reporting?
Automated Crop Reporting uses your precision farming equipment
to simplify and streamline data collection during planting season.
This process can minimize reporting time and increase accuracy.
You’ll also only pay for the acres you’ve planted, which can lower
insurance premiums.
And in the event that you should need to file a claim, ACR allows
us to provide you with faster turnaround time. Contact our agents
today to learn more.

By Weller & Associates, Inc.

Tom Weller
804.514.9915

Tom@wellerins.com

AgRisk Management — helping farmers to manage their risks and stay informed about how their policy serves them.

Josh Sojda
804.357.1391

Josh@wellerins.com

Britt Fahrman
410.739.9116

Brit@wellerins.com

Brooke Ruhl
804.690.1566

Brooke@wellerins.com

agRISKmgt.com
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Policy budget teaches lesson of crop insurance
By CARL ZULAUF
and GARY SCHNITKEY
(Editor’s note: Carl Zulauf is
professor emeritus in Ohio State
University’s Department of Agricultural, Environmental and Development Economics. Gary Schnitkey
is a professor in the department of
Agricultural and Consumer Economics. This article was first published
at farmdoc Daily on Jan. 27.)
Cover crops are a topic of considerable interest and debate.
Supporters view them as a crop
practice that sequesters carbon and
improves soil health and water quality.
Current evidence largely suggests

Losses ...
Continued from Page 2

year, farmers can have a really terrible
year in terms of yields, but actually do
pretty well in terms of income because
of the crop insurance program,” said
Burke, who is also the deputy director
of the Center on Food Security and
the Environment and a senior fellow
at the Stanford Institute for Economic
Policy Research. “That, in fact, is what
the program is supposed to do. So, in
some sense, it’s working — but it’s
very expensive.”
Subsidies cover more than half the
cost of buying crop insurance and
support the private companies that sell
and service the policies.
As hotter, drier conditions like
those sweltering this summer across
much of the U.S. become more common as a result of greenhouse gases
in Earth’s atmosphere, those insurance payouts to farmers — known as
indemnities — are likely to increase.
“Because these payouts are so heavily
subsidized by the U.S. taxpayer, it’s
a public policy question about how
much those should be sustained,”
Burke said.
The researchers designed their
analysis to isolate the influence of
climate extremes from the many other
factors that can contribute to larger
payouts under the crop insurance program, such as inflation, changes in the
mix and value of crops planted, or the
rate of insurance uptake by farmers.
“Farmers might be buying more
insurance over time, but we use a
method that allows us to remove those
changes when estimating the relationship between temperature and the
cost of indemnities,” said co-author
Frances Davenport, a Stanford PhD
student in Earth system science.
To zoom in on the role of climate,
the authors compared indemnities in

cover crops do not raise yields or
returns in the first years of adoption.
It is unclear if they will raise
returns or lower risk over time.
Adoption of a practice requires an
incentive. Public subsidies will thus
be needed to encourage the planting
of cover crops.
The subsidy will have to pay
planting cost and provide a practice
incentive.
U.S. policy experience with crop
insurance is used to provide perspective on practice incentive subsides.
It is unclear at present if cover
crops improve return or lower risk.
For example, Illinois farm data
See LESSON
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each U.S. county to itself under different weather conditions. County by
county and year by year, they examined USDA records of losses claimed
by farmers and paid by federal crop
insurance.
They also calculated the average temperature and precipitation
observed in each county during the
April to October growing season.
After accounting for any differences
in weather and indemnities shared
among multiple counties, they then
calculated whether the payouts in
each county were higher or lower in a
year in which temperature or rainfall
departed from the county’s average.
“Looking at year-to-year variations, we find that the payouts are
higher in really warm years or really
dry years,” Davenport said. “One of
the things we see consistently with
climate change is that it’s making
the most extreme events worse, and
that is what we find in this case. The
hottest years, like 2012, are where the
additional costs from climate change
are highest.”
Some regional trends emerged
from this county-level data. Midwestern states, which contain a large
fraction of heavily farmed counties,
most closely resemble the nationwide
trend. Counties in California’s Central Valley together saw the steepest
growth in crop indemnities during the
study period, increasing on average by
more than $2 million per year.
The paper is the latest in a rapidly growing field of climate science
known as “extreme event attribution,”
which combines statistical analyses of
climate observations with powerful
computer models to quantify how human-caused global warming alters the
likelihood and severity of individual
weather events.
It’s a field of study that may provide
answers to some of the questions of
causality being raised in climate-related lawsuits now proliferating in courts
around the world, although few studies

Look for our annual ‘Corn & Soybean’
supplement in the Feb. 15 issue!

to date have extended the analysis to
quantify the financial impact of individual extreme events.
“We are already seeing judges
asking scientists about the methods for
quantifying impact. There’s been a lot
of focus on extreme event attribution
because so much of the costs that we
are incurring are from extreme events,
but there hasn’t been a lot of quantification of the financial costs directly,”
Diffenbaugh said. “This paper is a
first step in creating a framework
where we can quantify the financial

EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD
SINCE 1967

Cover your entire operation
from seed to harvest.

kingcrop.com
302-855-0800
this agency is an equal opportunity provider

costs of individual events.”
Diffenbaugh is also a professor of
Earth system science and an affiliate
of Stanford’s Precourt Institute for
Energy.
Burke is a senior fellow at Stanford’s Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies and at the Stanford
Woods Institute for the Environment.
He is also a member of Stanford
Bio-X and the Wu Tsai Neurosciences
Institute. Davenport is the Neukermans Family Graduate Fellow at
Stanford University.
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Lesson ...
Continued from Page 7

for 2016-2020 suggest yields are not
higher after cover crops and may be
lower.
Most of these farmers have planted cover crops for only a few years.
Over time, cover crops are hypothesized to improve soil properties, including water retention, and
thus may reduce drought yield loss.
However, since U.S. crop weather
has generally been benign in recent
years, the hypothesis awaits a test
year.
Compounding interpretation of
existing studies is the wide variability in findings, which is not unexpected given the variability of farms,
farmers, land, and agroclimates,
Lack of clear evidence of higher
return or lower risk means public
subsidies will have to be paid to incentivize the planting of cover crops.
Subsidies will have to provide a
practice incentive beyond paying
for the cost of the practice, a policy
implication supported by the history
of crop insurance.
Crop Insurance Practice Incentive
Since 1980, the United States has
pursued a policy of providing public
subsidies to encourage farms to use
crop insurance.
Congress raised subsidies several

times as it searched for a subsidy
sufficient to generate wide use of
crop insurance.
This policy experience can be
summarized as a practice incentive
relationship between the ratio of
insured to planted acres for barley,
corn, cotton, oats, peanuts, rice,
sorghum, soybeans, and wheat and
the ratio of premium subsidy to premium paid by farms to insure these
crops.
The first ratio measures the
adoption of crop insurance relative
to acres planted. The second ratio
measures insurance the practice

Do you have the Right Coverage
for Your Crops?
With thin profit margins, it is more important than
ever to have the right crop insurance coverage.
See your Rain and Hail agent to help ensure that
you have the right protection to fit your
risk management needs.
We invite you to contact our Commercial Farm
Division to set up a FREE review of all your
Insurance needs.
Dave Willoughby
30439 Linden Ave - Princess Anne, MD 21853

410-651-3667

Dave@CareyInsuranceGroup.net

incentive (i.e. subsidy) relative to the
cost farms paid to insure these crops.
These nine crops have received
premium subsidies since at least
1989. The ratios are calculated using
data from USDA Risk Management
Agency and USDA (National Agricultural Statistics Service) (2022) for
the 1989-2020 crop years.
Regression analysis finds a
strong, 99.9% statistically significant
relationship (see Figure 1 on Page 7).
The ratio of premium subsidy to
farm paid premium explains 85 percent of year-to-year variation in the
ratio of insured to planted acres.
Over the available data, the
relationship is linear. Every 10
percentage point increase in the
premium subsidy-to-farm paid
premium ratio is associated with a
3.48 percentage point increase in the
insured-to-planted acre ratio.
The relationship suggests that, at
no subsidy, insured acres would be
29% of planted acres.
This estimated intercept is significant at 99.9-percent statistical
confidence and is consistent with
crop insurance reducing the risk
of low returns. Reducing risk has
economic value, particularly for risk
averse farmers and farms in high
risk production areas.
Cover Crop Planting Cost
The relationship in Figure 1 is
based on knowing the cost to use a
practice.
Cost of crop insurance to a farm
is the policy premium paid by the
farm (total premium minus premium
subsidy).
Cost of a cover crop to a farm
is at least the planting cost of seed,
equipment, and labor.
This cost presumes no change
in pesticide program or in row crop
yield, experiences generally consistent with cover crops planted into
corn stubble moving into soybeans.
If adoption of a cover crop lowers
yields or increases use of pesticides,
our estimate of practice cost would
be low.
From the 2017 Census of US Agriculture, average U.S. cost of cover
crop seed is $17 per acre (see Figure
2 on Page 8).
It varies by seed mix.
From the Illinois cover crop budget, equipment cost is $15 per acre.

It varies by seeding method. We
assign a labor cost of $5 per acre, but
it is a guess.
With modern equipment, planting an acre requires little labor. But,
cover crops are often planted during
harvest season when a farmer’s opportunity cost of time is high.
Delayed harvest increases crop
loss, drying cost, and maybe quality
loss. Total planting cost is estimated
to be $37 per acre.
This estimate should be viewed
as the average of the distribution of
cover crop planting cost.
A subsidy of less than $37 per
acre provides no practice incentive,
which would likely notably dampen
the planting of cover crops.
A $50 per acre subsidy is commonly mentioned in discussions of
cover crops. It is similar to the $54
per acre average subsidy provided by
the state of Maryland.
Maryland had the highest share of
cropland in cover crops in the 2017
Census of Agriculture (Zulauf and
Brown, July 24, 2019 farmdoc daily).
A $50 per acre subsidy provides a
cover crop practice incentive of $13
per acre and a return of 35-percent
relative to cover crop practice cost
($13/$37).
At present, the incentive relationship for cover crops is not likely to
be the same as for crop insurance.
In particular, given the inconclusive evidence at present on whether
cover crops reduce risk, the intercept
of the incentive relationship is likely
to be close to zero.
In other words, with no subsidy,
little use of cover crop is likely at the
present time.
The expected intercept would
increase if cover crops are found to
reduce risk.
The practice incentive relationship for crop insurance does clearly
suggest that the subsidy needed to
obtain a large planting of cover crops
will need to be sizable and will need
to increase as the target acres of
cover crops increase.
One last issue in estimating cover
crop acres is the uncertainty that
surrounds the number of potentially
feasible cover crop acres.
See LESSON
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PACE ...
Continued from Page 6

PACE will only be available in a
pilot area that includes counties in
northwest Ohio, southeast Michigan, and northeast Indiana, northern
Illinois and southern Wisconsin,
northern Iowa and southern Minnesota, and select counties in North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,
and Kansas.
PACE is available on non-irrigated corn acres not classified as highrisk for insurance purposes.
In the pilot areas, PACE is available if farmers choose to insure their
underlying acres with one of the
eligible plans of insurance: Revenue
Protection (RP), RP with harvest
price exclusion, and Yield Protection
(YP) eligible plans of insurance.
PACE is not available on Area plans
of insurance. The farmer must make
the decision to add the endorsement
by the March 15 sales closing date,
the same deadline applicable to the
underlying plans of insurance.
The following two variables influence the premium and indemnity
payments from PACE:
• Post-Application Percent is the
percentage of nitrogen to be applied
post-planting. PACE elections range
from 25 percent to 80 percent in
5-percent increments. For PACE, a
farmer will report the total nitrogen

Crop Insurance, February 8, 2022
amount expected to be applied, the
pre-application percent, and declared
post-application percent by March
15. Suppose a farmer plans to apply
180 pounds of nitrogen, 108 pounds
were applied in the fall, and 72
pounds will be applied post-planting.
The farmer would report that 180
pounds are expected to be applied,
60 percent will be applied pre-application (108/180), and the declared
post-application percent is 40 percent (72 pounds applied after planting / 180 pounds of N to be applied).
PACE premiums will be based on
declared post-application percent.
• PACE Coverage Election ranges
from 75 percent to 90 percent in
5-percent increments. Higher elections result in higher payments when
nitrogen cannot be applied and vice
versa. Higher elections also result
in higher farmer-paid premiums and
vice versa.
The basics of PACE are illustrated for an Illinois farm with:
• Approved yield (either the Actual Production History (APH) yield or
Trend Adjusted APH yield, depending on whether TA is selected): 200
bushels per acre
• Projected price (will not be
known for certain until the end of
February): $5.50 per bushel
• Underlying plan: RP at an 85%
coverage level
• Unit: Enterprise
• Acres in unit: 100 acres
• Declared post-application percent: 40 percent

The Crop Insurance
InsuranceSales
Sales
Deadlines
Deadlineare
is Approaching
March 15.

• PACE coverage election: 90
percent
Premiums and Payments
The PACE indemnity and farmer-paid premium for the example
contract are shown in Table 1 for different post-application percentages
and 75 percent and 90 percent PACE
coverage elections, representing the
low and high coverage election.
For the example (40-percent
post-application percent and a
90-percent PACE coverage election),
the farmer-paid premium is $2.84
per acre.
For 100 acres planted, the farmer-paid premium would total $284.
For a 40-percent post-application
percent and 90-percent coverage
election, the PACE indemnity equals
$69 per acre (see Table 1 on Page 6).
In all instances except for the two
discussed below, total PACE indemnity payment will equal the per acre
indemnity times the number of acres
on which post-application were prevented. For example, if post applications were prevented on 60 acres,
the total PACE indemnity payment
would be $4,140 ($69 per acre PACE
payment x 60 acres).
The PACE indemnity calculated
above could be less in two instances.
First, the total PACE payment can be
limited when the underlying plan of
insurance policy pays.
When the underlying policy does
not make a payment, the PACE
indemnity will not be limited. When
the underlying policy pays, the

PACE indemnity payment is limited
to the deductible of the underlying
policy.
For an 85-percent coverage level
on RP, the deductible is 15 percent
of the guarantee, with the example
guarantee being $1,100 per acre (200
approved yield times $5.50 base
price).
The RP deductible then is $165
per acre (0.15 x $1,100 guarantee).
For the 40-percent post-application
rate, the indemnity payment is $69
per acre, below the $165 payment
limit.
As a result, the underlying policy
limit will not come into play.
However, the underlying policy
limit could impact payments when
post-applications percentages are
greater than 70 percent and the
90-percent PACE coverage level is
selected (see Table 1 on Page 6).
Second, the policy checks to
make sure the post-application percent is not too high.
Payments could be lowered when
actual pre-applied nitrogen applications exceed the following quantity:
Approved yield x 1.2 x (1 – declared post-application percent)
When applications exceed the
limit, the post-application percent
equals:
1 – (actual pre-application / (Approved yield x 1.2))
In the above example, the
See PACE
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Scott Insurance
“Covering Your Crops”

Aqua Culture

Field Crops

Let our 33 years of experience
work for you!

ASK YOUR RCIS® AGENT TO HELP YOU PUT TOGETHER
A CROP INSURANCE PLAN THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOUR
OPERATION. CALL TODAY!
We grow stronger every day—together SM

Robert Van Schaik Insurance LLC
410-822-3616
8751 Brooks Drive • Easton, MD 21601
Schauber - Van Schaik Agency
410-228-3552
108 Sunburst Hwy • Cambirdge, MD 21613
This entity is an equal opportunity provider. © 2015 Rural Community Insurance Agency, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Serving
VA,
NC, DE,
MD, PA, NJ
Office Address:
25112 Lankford Hwy Cape Charles, VA 23310
Phone Number: (757) 331-1385 Fax: (757) 331-4328
Rawling’s Cell: (757) 617-3198
Gail’s Cell: (757) 617-3445
Email: scottinsuranceva@gmail.com
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Do you receive our weekly
E-blast?
All we need is your e-mail address and we can
get you signed up!
The top four stories are featured
each week a few days before the
newspaper hits your mailbox!

Call our office at 800-634-5021
for more information!

PACE ...
Continued from Page 9

post-application rate will be lowered if pre-applications exceed 144
pounds (200 approved yield x 1.2
x (1 – .4 declared post-application
percent). For example, a 180-pound
pre-application would result in a
final loss percent of 25 percent (1 –
180 / (200 x 1.2)).
PACE protects against the financial risk of not being able to post-apply nitrogen because of weather
related causes of loss that result in
the physical inability to post apply
the nitrogen.
Most likely, nitrogen applications
are prevented because of wet weather. PACE does not protect against

Lesson ...
Continued from Page 8

Unanswered questions include,
“With what rotations and before and
after what crops do cover crops work
best and fail to work?” and “How
close to the onset of winter can cover
crops be planted and consistently
provide benefits?”
An incentive is needed to adopt a
practice.

Crop Insurance, February 8, 2022
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losses due to equipment failure,
scheduling issues, and nitrogen supply issues.
Given normal planting conditions,
post-application is expected to occur
within a specified window outlined
in insurance documents.
In some years, weather may determine if there are variances in the
expected windows for post applications that could allow a post-application window to begin on May 29th
and end on June 26.
When a farmer is not able to
post-apply nitrogen, that farmer
should file a claim with the crop
insurance agent.
The farmer should expect to
provide invoices and receipts for
nitrogen applied consistent with their
nitrogen plan.
Units do not have to match those
of the underlying policy:

• If an enterprise unit is used for
the underlying policy, PACE can
be used at the enterprise, basic, or
optional unit level.
• If basic units are used for the
underlying policy, PACE can be used
at the basic or optional level
• If optional units are used for the
underlying policy, PACE has to be
used at the optional unit level.
Not all basic and optional units
have to be insured with PACE. One
unit could be insured while another
is not insured.
However, once a unit is chosen
to be insured with PACE then all
eligible acres within a unit must be
insured.
Eligible acres are non-irrigated
and not classified as high-risk.
PACE is subsidized like other
Federal Crop Insurance policies.
Subsidy rates are lower for basic and

optional units.
As a result, using basic and optional units will increase premiums
relative to enterprise units.
PACE allows farmers who are
post-applying nitrogen to insure
against the possibility that they will
be physically unable to post apply
the nitrogen due to insurable causes
of loss specified within the underlying policy.  
The policy is a straightforward
way to mitigate the financial risk
associated with missed applications.
As a result of this, farmers can
more effectively apply nitrogen after
planting, a practice many believe to
be a more effective nitrogen program.
The pilot area covers important
areas of corn production and is expected to be expanded through time
based on experience and usage.

Current evidence is unclear
whether cover crops improve return
or lower risk for subsequent crops.
A subsidy will thus be needed
to encourage farmers to plant cover
crops. The subsidy will need to
cover practice cost and provide a
practice incentive.
For cover crops, practice cost is
at least the planting cost of seed,
equipment, and labor.
We estimate that it averages at
least $37 per acre as of 2021.
It will vary by farm, farmer, land
and agroclimate.

It is not clear what the practice
incentive relationship curve is for
cover crops.
The policy experience with crop
insurance suggests the cover crop
practice incentive will need to be
sizable and will need to increase as
the targeted share of acres planted to
cover crops increases.
The policy experience with crop
insurance also suggests Congress
will likely revisit the cover crop
practice subsidy issue several times
before settling on a subsidy with
which it is comfortable.

Cover crop policy can be improved by improving estimates of
cover crop planting cost and the
cover crop incentive relationship
curve, as well as by improving the
understanding of how these two
policy inputs are impacted by farm,
farmer, land, and agroclimate characteristics.
The importance of these unanswered questions implies that good
cover crop policy also requires funding an extensive research program to
answer with clarity the outstanding
questions.

Have you heard about the
new Farm Bill
insurance that’s 80%
subsidized?

PROTECT YOUR
FARMS REVENUE
MARCH 15TH IS APPROACHING,
BE PREPARED WITH
DAISEY INSURANCE TODAY!
Call or stop in today
to get all the facts.

DAISEY INSURANCE INC.
8959 Fruitland Avenue Bridgeville, DE 19933

302-337-9400

Fax 302-337-9404 - harry.daiseyinsinc@comcast.net

JOIN US FOR SOYBEAN DAY ON JANUARY 17.
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JOIN US FOR SOYBEAN DAY ON JANUARY 11.
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W E A R E U. S . S O Y B E A N F A R M E R S

SUSTAINABILITY
SETS US APART.

IMPROVEMENT

KEEPS US AHEAD.
CUSTOMERS PREFER U.S. SOY BECAUSE IT’S
SUSTAINABLY PRODUCED.
But as demands for sustainability continue to rise,
it remains a journey of continuous improvement.
And because sustainable practices help improve the
value of your soybeans, it’s a journey worth taking.
See ways to be more sustainable and find local resources
at www.unitedsoybean.org/sustainability

www.desoybeans.org

www.mdsoy.org

